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Abstract 
Project scheduling is a complex process involving many resource types and activities that require optimizing. The resource-
constrained project scheduling problem (rcPSP) is one of well-known NP-hard problems where activities of a project must be 
scheduled to minimize the project duration. This paper presents a stochastic multiple mode resource constrained project 
scheduling problem (S-mrcPSP) with the uncertainty of durations. An effective multi-objective estimation distribution algorithm 
(moEDA) is proposed to solve S-mrcPSP to minimize its robustness and expected makespan. The proposed moEDA employs 
Markov network modelling activity assignment where the effects between decision variables are represented as an undirected 
graph model. Furthermore, slack-based metric based assessing algorithm is used to measure the robustness, where a free slack 
based heuristic method is adopted to achieve better performance. We demonstrate an empirical validation for the proposed 
method by applying it to solve various benchmark resource constrained project scheduling problems. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction
Project scheduling is a complex process involving many resource types and activities that require optimizing. In
the last decades, project scheduling has attracted an ever growing attention, encountered within a very wide variety 
of applications in industries: production progress engineering, maintenance operations, construction. Resource-
constrained project scheduling problem (rcPSP), as an extension of the project scheduling problem (PSP), provides 
an optimal project schedule that not only satisfies the precedence constraints but also provides a feasible allocation 
of the required resources [1-3].  
However, in real-world problems, project parameters such as activity durations and resource requirements are 
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seldom precisely known. This uncertainty can originate from a great number of potential sources, and make the 
problems much more complicated to solve and close to real-world circumstance, but in this paper we focus only on 
uncertainty in the activity durations. 
The stochastic resource-constrained project scheduling problem aims at scheduling project activities with 
uncertainty in order to minimize the expected project duration subject to zero-lag finish-start precedence constraints 
and renewable resource constraints [4]. As one kind of stochastic project scheduling problems (S-PSP), a significant 
amount of results have been achieved on the resource constrained project scheduling with uncertain durations. 
Igelmund and Radermacher firstly developed pre-selective (PRS) policies to minimize the expected overall 
project cost, dealing with a stochastic version of the optimization problem for project networks under resource 
constraints [5]. Stork has implemented branch-and-bound algorithms to compute optimal ES-, PRS-, LIN- and JBP-
policies, using two branching schemes, lower bound calculation and various dominance rules [6]. In the field of 
heuristic algorithm, Golenko-Ginzburg and Gonik [7] presented a newly developed resource constrained scheduling 
model for a PERT type project, where the duration of an activity is a random variable with given density function 
and a pre-given lower and upper bound on the activity duration is available. MA Al-Fawzan, M Haouari introduced 
the concept of schedule robustness and developed a bi-objective resource-constrained project scheduling model with 
robustness maximization along with makespan minimization, with usage of Tabu search algorithm to generate an 
approximate set of efficient solutions [8]. Van de Vonder et al discussed trade-off between the quality robustness 
(project duration) and solution robustness (deviation between the planned and realized start times of the projected 
schedule) based on analysis of the results of a simulation experiments [9]. Leus et al and Artigues et al developed 
and implemented a scenario-relaxation algorithm and a scenario-relaxation-based heuristic, based a theoretical 
framework that enables the decision maker to produce solutions in which it had a reasonably good objective value 
under any likely input data scenario [10-11]. 
Recently, there are growing interests in the application of estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) [12]. EDAs 
are a class of population-based optimization algorithms. The key idea of EDA is to build an explicit probabilistic 
model for the distribution of good solutions (promising solutions) found so far, and then use the constructed model 
to guide further search behavior. Furthermore, probabilistic graphical models (PGMs), which are used to represent 
the interaction behavior among the discrete variables, have been attracted a growing attention. PGMs are graphs in 
which nodes represent random variables, and the arcs represent conditional independence assumptions. Hence they 
provide a compact representation of joint probability distributions. 
Inspired by Shakya et al’s work on Markov network based EDA [13], this paper presents a hybridized local 
Markov property based multi-objective EDA (moEDA) for solving stochastic multi-mode resource constrained 
project scheduling problem (S-mrcPSP). The moEDA is an EDA based on local Markov property, which estimates 
conditional probabilities in terms of neighboring nodes in the Markov network (MN) and samples from them using a 
Gibbs sampler. As for solving S-mrcPSP, the effects interaction between resource assignments are represented as a 
MN. Slack-based metric assessing algorithm is proposed to measure the robustness, and a free slack based heuristic 
method involved as local search, aiming to gain better performance on the solution solving process. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a mathematical programming model for the bicriteria 
stochastic multi-mode resource constrained project scheduling problem; Section 3 proposes effective multi-objective 
estimation of distribution algorithm (moEDA) approach in the detail; Section 4 provides experimental comparisons 
that apply the moEDA approach for analyzing and solving several S-mrcPSP and finally, Section 5 concludes this 
study with a discussion of the finding and future research directions. 
2. Stochastic multi-mode project scheduling
In this paper, we consider the stochastic multi-mode resource constrained project scheduling problem(S-mrcPSP) 
where each activity j, j =1,…, N has to be executed in one of Mj, j= 1,…, N.  It is assumed that the activities are non-
preemptable and decision on the mode of activity is not changeable until the activity is completed (without 
preemption).  Difference to the conventional PSP, the duration of activity j on mode m may equally take any real 
value from the uniform distribution ( , )jm jmU d d  where jmd and jmd are the given lower and upper bounds 
respectively. Therefore, the duration uncertainty can be constructed through the concept scenario [  which 
corresponds to an assignment of reasonable duration on activity j. We present a slack-based version programming 
model to transmute the duration in term of stochastic variables. It assumes that the probability distribution of the 
duration of activity is known in advance. Therefore, S-mrcPSP can be defined the decision making process as 
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follows: 
 
Mode assignment (m-selection): determine the mode of activity that can be similarly processed on one of the 
multiple mode candidates. 
Activities sequencing (seq): determine the sequence for executing all activities so that the precedence relationships 
among all of the activities are not violated. 
Robust scheduling: measuring robustness of a decision solution m-selection and seq which is relatively insensitive 
quality to the duration uncertainty. 
For measuring the robustness of the given solution (m-selection, seq), a finite set of scenarios ;   is sampled as 
input of S-mrcPSP from a set of the Cartesian product of the internals [ , ]jm jmd d , 1, ,j N } , 1, , jm M } . The 
multi-objective programming model of S-mrcPSP minimizing the expected makespan and maximizing slack-based 
robustness that considers the effect of the immediate successors and resource requirements of activity j 
simultaneously may be formulated as follows: 
- Indices 
i, j index of  activities, i, j =1, …, N. 
m index of modes of activity j, m =1, …, Mj. 
k index of renewable resources, k, k =1, …, K. 
Ξ scenario which corresponds to an assignment of reasonable duration  on activity,  [ ; .  
- Parameters 
N number of activities.  
Mj number of modes of activity j, j =1, …, N. 
K number of renewable resources. 
Nk number of available units of renewable resource k, k = 1, …, K. 
jmd
[   duration of activity j performed in mode m under the scenario ξ,   j =1, …, N, [ ; . 
jms
[  starting time of  activity j under the scenario ξ,  [ ; . 
jmc
[  completion time of  activity j under the scenario ξ,  [ ;   
rjkm amount of the resource k occupied by the activity j in mode m. 
pj set of all predecessors of activity j.  
Aj set of available modes for activity j. 
NSuccj number of immediate successor s of activity j. 
sj amount of time that an activity j  can slip without delaying the start of any of its immediate 
successors while upholding resource feasibility 
- Decision variable 
 1 if activity  is performed in mode  at time ;0 otherwise.jmtx j m t  
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Inequality 3 describes the precedence constraints of activity. Equation (4) states that one mode must be selected 
from a set of available modes for each activity. Inequality (5) takes into account the constraint on the limitation of 
renewable resource. Equations (6, 7) represent the nonnegative restrictions. 
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3. Hybrid Markov network based moEDA 
Nowadays, most of the Markov network based EDAs such as DEUM [14] are to factorize the joint probability 
distribution in terms of the cliques in the undirected graph and to sample it to generate new solutions. Unfortunately, 
they suffer from the curse of dimensionality, even for small cliques. Moreover, factorizing methods lead to a 
complex approximation involving cliques, and the performance highly depends on the definitions of potential 
functions. In the paper, we present a scheme of hybridized probability model based EDA where the routine of EDA 
is employed to takes care of exploration that tries to identify the most promising search space regions, and to model 
conditional dependency of the stochastic variables in Markov network.  A Markov network is a pair (G, Ψ), where G 
is the structure and the Ψ is the parameter set of network. G is an undirected graph where each node corresponds to a 
random variable in the modeled data set and each edge corresponds to conditional dependency between variables.  
For a set of discrete decision variables 1 2( , , )nX X X X }  , a solution 1 2( , , , )nx x x x  is a set of values taken 
for X, which can be sampled from the joint distribution of X. According to x, the i-th dimension value of the solution 
x, is determined by the domain of Xi that is a set of given values
( )(1) (2)( ) { , ,..., }ini i i iD X x x x  . Fig. 1 shows an 
example of an MN structure on five random variables. Here, variable X1 has two neighbors 1 2 3{ , }N X X . Similarly, 
variable 2X has three neighbors 2 1 3 4{ , , }N X X X . 
 
Here, the relationship between two nodes should be seen as a neighborhood relationship, rather than a cause-
effect relationship. We use N to define a neighborhood system on G, where each Ni is the set of nodes neighboring 
to a node Xi. It states that the conditional probability of a node iX given the rest of the variables, can be completely 
defined in terms of the conditional probability of the node given its neighboring states iN . The conditional 
probability can be written 
as ( | { }) ( | )i i i ip x x x p x N  .
 
An MN is characterized in terms of a neighborhood relationship between variables by its local Markov property; 
that is, a variable in an MN model is conditionally independent of all other variables given its neighbors. It states 
that the conditional probability of a node iX given the rest of the variables, can be completely defined in terms of the 
conditional probability of the node given its neighboring states iN . The conditional probability can be written as  
( | { }) ( | )i i i ip x x x p x N    (8) 
3.1. Probability model for s-mrcPSP  
The decision of S-mrcPSP can be mapped into two phases. Firstly is to determine the mode selection for each 
activity j. The decision of the set of activities has potential interdependence according to the related resource shared 
between the activities. A Markov network-based model MNm-selection is employed to estimate the interrelation of 
mode selections that share the same renewable resources. For the decision space of mode selection 
1(X , , , , )j NX X X } }  , The node Xj in MN is encoded by the mode selection decision variable value xjmt of 
activity j. The conditional probability ( | )j jp x N  can be estimated for each decision variable xj as Gibbs probability:  
 
  '
'
( , )/ ( , )/| /j jj
j j
jp x N T
j j
p x N T
x A
p x N e e

 ¦   (9) 
 
where the notation ( , )jjp x N  states the joint probability of a variable j jX x  and the given value of neighbors jN , 
and jx  is the value of the decision variable jX , the domain of jx  is given in set of jA , and jN represents the 
neighbors of the node encoding machine assignment decision variable jX . T is the temperature coefficient that 
controls the convergence of the Gibbs probability distribution. 
Secondly for the decision space of operations sequencing seq, univariate marginal distribution model Pseq is used 
to estimate the marginal probability, which represents the probability that activity j will be scheduled at l-th locus of 
the operations sequence vector. This method is widely employed in recent researches and developed for stability 
improvement [14]. 
3.2. Proposed moEDA 
In this paper, constructing the neighborhoods of a variable is utilized as an alternative to factorizing the joint 
probability distribution in the decision space according to the local Markov property. Fig. 2 presents the scheme of 
moEDA. In the Fig. 2, moEDA starts by generating the solutions kept in the population randomly. A set of solutions 
X3
X1 X4 X52
X1
 
Fig. 1. A Markov network structure on five random variables 
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of high robustness, which refers to promising solutions, is selected from the population using a selection method, 
and the promising solutions are used to learn probability model MNm-selection and Pseq. Thereafter, the conditional 
probabilities defined by the local Markov property are estimated, and the new candidate solutions are sampled 
according to the given sampling method. For a candidate solution s, the robustness of s under the scenarios Ξ is 
assessed. Finally, the new solutions are evaluated, and these with high robustness are incorporated into a solution 
pool, which keeps these individuals contributing to the makeup of promising solutions. The iteration will continue 
until the predefined termination criteria are met.  
The following subparagraph presents the vital components of the proposed moEDA in detail. Firstly, the structure 
of Markov network model MNm-selection is described. Then, sampling the model selection of candidate solution based 
on the MNm-selection is presented. Finally, brief introduction of assessing the robustness algorithm of moEDA is 
summarized. 
Structure learning: Constructing a network for a given application by domain experts is a time-consuming task. 
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in learning the structures of MNs from data. Consequently, many 
structure-learning methods have been proposed, including methods based on conditional independence tests. In 
order to avoid high-order tests for an excessively complex network, the proposed algorithm uses an independence 
test to estimate the structure with respect to the mutual information (MI). For random variables Xi and Yj, the value 
of MI can be calculated by the equation (10), where the p(xi|D) and p(xj|D) are marginal probability of random 
variables Xi = xi and Xj = xj over the promising solutions D, respectively, p(xi, xj|D) is the joint probability of Xi = xi 
and Xj = xj computed from D, and the sum is overall possible combinations of random variables Xi and Xj. That is, 
the value of MI is estimated by the marginal distributions of Xi and Xj, respectively, and the joint probability 
distribution of the two random variables Xi and Xj. 
 
( , | )
( ; )= ( , | ) log
( | ) ( |
 
)
i i j j
i j
i i
x X
j j
i jx X
p x x D
MI X Y p x x D
p x D p x D 
§ ·u ¨ ¸¨ ¸© ¹¦ ¦  (10)  
The degree of dependence between two random variables can be inferred by evaluating MI values among pairs 
of random variables. The rationale behind using this approach is that the state of a node provides a large amount of 
information on the state of another node if these two nodes are connected. In other words, these variables have a 
greater degree of mutual dependence in comparison to their degrees of dependence with arbitrary nodes in the 
network.  
procedure: Basic Frame of moEDA 
input: problem data, parameters 
output: best Pareto optimal solution 
begin 
     t Å 0;                                                          
     initialize Pop(t) by encoding and P(t);                                       // Step 1 P(t): initial probability 
     calculate all objectives fk(Pop), k=1,2 by decoding routine;        // Step 2 Calculating objectives  
     create Pareto optimal solutions E(Pop) by nondominated routine; // Step 3 Creating Pareto solutions 
     calculate fitness eval(Pop) by HSS-MOEA routine and keep best Pareto solution; //Step 4 Calculating fitness 
     while (not terminating condition) do                           // Step 5 Checking terminating condition 
          supPop = select(Pop(t));                                         // Step 6 Selecting superior Pop by elite selection routine 
          P(t+1) = estimate(supPop, P(t));                             // Step 7 Estimating probability model by Markov property 
          newPop = create(supPop, P(t+1));                           // Step 8 Creating new population 
          Pop(t) = reproduce(Pop(t), newPop);                      // Step 9 Reproducing archive Pop(t);   
          calculate objectives fk(Pop), k=1,2 by decoding;                             // Step 2 Calculating objectives  
          update Pareto optimal solutions E(Pop) by nondominated routine;  // Step 3 Updating Pareto solutions 
          calculate fitness eval(Pop) by HSS-MOEA routine and update best Pareto solution; // Step 4 Calculating fitness 
          t Å t+1; 
     end 
      output best Pareto solution;  
end; 
Fig. 2 Pseudo-code for moEDA 
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Briefly, the mutual information of each pair of variables in the solution is estimated to create a matrix of mutual 
information. For the vector of mode selection variables X, the matrix of MI is N Nu  matrix where N is the number 
of activities, and the values of its elements are estimated by equation (11).  As the criteria of creating an edge 
between two variables, the pairs with the mutual information higher than a certain threshold are created as 
neighbors. Due to the symmetry of MI, the threshold value is calculated by the following equation: 
 
-1
1 1 
2 ( ; )
( -1)
N N
i ji j i
MI X X
threshold
N N
D   u u u
¦ ¦   (11) 
 
where the coefficient parameter D  controls the density of the edges on the estimated structure of MNs. A higher 
value D  will determine fewer edges that are represented in the constructed model. From our preliminary 
experiments, in this paper, D is set to 1.5.  
Mode sampling: Once the structure of the MNm-selection has been estimated, the model selection of new candidate 
solution s will be sampled from the estimated model. Unlike to Bayesian network, most of the MNs do not satisfy 
the ancestral ordering of variables needed for probabilistic logic sampling. An extended Gibbs sampler, a class of 
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, is selected as the sampling method in our algorithm. For this study, the 
linear schedule is used for representing the temperature function: ~1/ *T gen E , where β is the cooling rate 
parameter and gen  is the given number of generations (iterations) reached. For establishing the trade-off between 
exploration and exploitation, the value of β is set to 0.5. 
Robustness assessing: For measuring the robustness of solution s(x, seq) that consists of machine assignment x 
and operations sequence seq under the processing time uncertainty, the slack-based metric is used to assess the 
robustness under the input Xj Firstly, a predictive schedule is generated according to decision values s under each 
scenario[ ; . Thereafter, critical path-based algorithm, proposed in the Gao et al’ research work [16], is used to 
improve the robustness by searching through the solution space.  
Fitness Assignment Mechanisms: Many multi-objective Genetic Algorithms differ mainly in the fitness 
assignment strategy which is known as an important issue in solving multiple objectives optimization problem (Gen, 
Cheng and Lin, 2008). Zhang et al proposed a hybrid sampling strategy-based multiobjective evolutionary algorithm 
(HSS-MOEA) in which a Pareto dominating and dominated relationship-based fitness function (PDDR-FF) is used 
to evaluate the individuals [17,24-25]. The PDDR-FF of an individual Si is calculated by the following fitness 
assignment function (12):  
eval(Si) = q(Si) + 1/(p(Si) + 1),  i = 1, 2,… , popSize (12) 
where p(.) is the number of individuals which can be dominated by the individual Si. q(.) is the number of 
individuals which can dominate the individual Si. The PDDR-FF can set the obvious difference values between the 
nondominated and dominated individuals as shown in Fig. 3. 
4. Experiments and Discussion 
To examine the practical viability and efficiency of the proposed moEDA, we designed a numerical study to  
 
compare the proposed moEDA with efficient algorithms from previous studies. The proposed moEDA was 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of coverage measure by by moEDA, awGA, NSGA-II, SPEA2 and awGA 
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compared with adaptive weight Genetic Algorithm (awGA) proposed by Gen and Cheng [18] from hybrid GA [21], 
adaptive GA [22] and random-key based GA [23] approaches, Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) 
by Deb, et al [19] and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) by Zitzler, et al [20].  
In this paper, the one large-scale instance j30 of 30 activities x 3 modes in psplib are adopted. According to 
practical observation for which 20% of activities are very important, 60% are of average importance and the 
remaining 20% are of less importance, 20% of activities are assigned a weight of 4, 60% of activities are assigned a 
weight of 2 and weight of 1 sets to the remainder of activities.  
For the duration uncertainty, the expected duration Ejmd  is to be equal to duration of that activity in original 
instances. The upper and lower processing time bounds of an activity affected by uniform variation in its duration is 
calculated as [ , ] [1,  (1 )]Ejm jm jmd d d J u  , and 30 percent of operations is under uncertainty and disturbance ratio J is 
assigned to 0.3. For measuring the uncertainty, a set of 300 scenarios Ξ is sampled as the input of S-mrcPSP. 
Furthermore, the population is 200 and iteration of generation is 1000. 
In order to evaluate the performance of a given algorithm for S-mrcPSP, the following two performance 
measures are considered. Let Sj be a solution set for each solution method (j=1, 2, 3, 4). S* is a known set of the 
Pareto-optimal set. 1) Coverage C(S1, S2) is the percent of the individuals in S2 who are weakly dominated by S1. 
The value C(S1,S2)=1 means that all individuals in S2 are weakly dominated by S1.On the contrary, C(S1,S2)= 0 
denotes that none of individuals in S2 is weakly dominated by S1. The larger C(S1,S2) is, the better S1 outperforms S2 
in C. 2) Spacing SP(Sj) is the standard deviation of the closest distances of individuals by Sj. Smaller SP means 
better distribution performance. The C is used to verify convergence performance while SP is used to check the 
distribution performance.  
Fig. 3 show the comparison of coverage by moEDA, awGA, NSGA-II and SPEA2. It is easy to see that the 
moEDA is better than MSGA-II, SPEA2 and awGA on C measure. The experiment results of dispersion 
performances, SP are shown in Table 1. It indicates that moEDA is obviously better than awGA (about 46% 
reduced), while better than NSGA-II and SPEA2 (about 14% and 27%). Without special mechanism to preserve the 
diversity evenly, moEDA can also achieve satisfactory dispersion performance.  
5. Conclusions 
This paper proposed an effective multi-objective estimation of distribution algorithm (moEDA), which solves the 
bi-criteria stochastic multiple mode resource-constrained project scheduling problem (S-mrcPSP) with the 
uncertainty of durations. It minimizes the expected average makespan and expected slack based robustness within a 
reasonable amount of calculation time. With the framework of the proposed EDA, Markov network model of the 
mode section is estimated on the distribution of good solutions found so far and use the constructed model to guide 
further search behavior. The sampling operator based on the probability model achieves better convergence and 
stability than the conventional operator such crossover and mutation. For clarifying the practical viability and 
efficiency of the proposed moEDA, we compared it with awGA, NSGA-II and SPEA2 by large instance j30 of 30 
activities x 3 modes in psplib and demonstrated moEDA is obviously better than others. 
In our future work, further experiments will be conducted to determine the accuracy of the proposed moEDA in 
response to variations among the parameters. Furthermore, the performance of moEDA will be improved 
particularly for the implementation of more efficient structure learning algorithms. 
 
 
Table 1. Comparison of the spacing (mean and standard deviation) about moEDA, NSGA-II, and SPEA2 and awGA 
Mean Reduced Standard Deviation 
SP(moEDA) SP(NSGA-II) 
(SP(moEDA)-SP(NSGA-II))/ 
SP(NSGA-II) SP(moEDA) SP(NSGA-II) 
17.9448 20.9786 -14.46% 3.2167 4.3435 
SP(moEDA) SP(SPEA2) 
(SP(moEDA)-SP(SPEA2))/ 
SP(SPEA2) SP(moEDA) SP(SPEA2) 
17.9448 24.6460 -27.19% 3.2167 7.3646 
SP(moEDA) SP( awGA) 
(SP(moEDA)-SP(awGA))/ 
SP(awGA) SP(moEDA) SP( awGA) 
17.9448 32.9452 -45.53% 3.2167 8.1396 
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